Choose & circle one set of 2-3 terms listed here, and answer the two questions about them below:
NOTE: you may not mix terms from the different sets.

paśa, āgama, & Śaiva Siddhānta
bhakti, paddhati, & mantra
Viṣṇu, pūja, & bhakti

1. Compose the 1-2 sentence statement that specifies most precisely the significance of all three terms in relation to one another. You should make clear to what each term refers, citing relevant page #s from secondary readings; but you must also use your own words to explain connections between the terms rather than simply listing the meaning of each.

2. List three (3) excerpts from different thirds of one primary source (NOT scholarly commentary) from the Unit 3, each of which supports the statement presented in #1. The significance of each term should be reflected in at least one excerpt, though excerpts need not mention terms explicitly.

Title of Primary Source: ____________________________________________

(a) (page #:)

(b) (page #:)

(c) (page #:)